Family Time

The adventures of the Wells Family across the Fourth Dimension

Story Synopsis:

This is an action packed sci-fi thrill ride for the whole family. The Wells’ are a family of time travelers who are hijacked by a tall dark mysterious villain while on vacation to the 4032 New Tokyo Expo on Mars. The Wells’ youngest, an 8-year-old boy by the name of Ray (A.K.A. Ray
Gun) manages to escape, in the family time machine. The rest of the family is taken to a dark labyrinth where the laws of physics seem bent
to toy with the captives’ minds. Mean while their mysterious dark captor goes searching for the missing boy. Ray manages to free his family
from the dark labyrinth and together the family searches through time to find the origins of the dark villain, all while being hunted by the
Dark One in the present. In a tragic twist of fate the Wells’ family discovers that their dark nemesis is none other than a future version of their
own son. In one timeline Ray was separated from his family, and separated by time and space, he was unable to ever find his family again.
Growing up bitter and twisted by grief, this version of Ray swore that he would not let his family lose him ever again.

Look and Feel:

The Wells family should have a vaguely timeless look. Everything from their clothes to the technology should look pieced together from every-when, picked up from their travels across the fourth dimension. It should look both seamless and eclectic.

The Dark One, his labyrinth, and his time machine should have a similar quality of timelessness, but darker. Every piece of technology gathered from a hundred different timelines should look twisted to a malicious purpose.

Arthur Wells (The Father): Arthur is first and foremost a loving father. Although he has a tendency to be more than a little absent minded.
Holding degrees in applied quantum mechanics zoology and botany, it goes without saying that Arthur Wells is a genius. However he is also
an eccentric with an insatiable taste for adventure.

Octavia Wells (The Mother): The only person who loves their children more than Arthur, is their mother Octavia. That should not suggest
however that she cannot go toe to toe with Arthur in the brains department. She holds advanced degrees in both engineering and historical
anthropology. In fact while Arthur may have designed the family’s time machine, it was Octavia who built the thing ad keeps it running.
While Octavia share’s her husband’s passion for exploring every conceivable corner of history, it’s more important to her that her children
have an educational experience and learn something from the various cultures they visit. Her first instinct is always to protect her children.

Madeleine Wells (The Daughter): Madeleine is 14 years old, athletic, good-natured, and has a completely inexhaustible source of energy,
although she does have a tendency to be a bit confrontational at times. Madeleine inherited her father’s taste for adventure. She has a deep
and abiding fascination with warrior cultures. She loves to hang out with Vikings and Kung Fu monks. Madeline shows promise of becoming
a beautiful young woman some day, but for the time being she hasn’t discovered boys yet (much to her fathers perpetual delight).

Vern (The family pet): Vern is amorphous smile blob about the size of a soccer ball. Vern is a life form that the Wells’ found clinging to the
time machine after a picnic visit to Gamma Alpha 7. Vern is nothing if not loyal to the Wells family, but he/it has a special attachment to Ray.
Vern has a knack of being able to sense exactly when someone needs a little cheering up.

TheVillian / Dark Ray / Future Ray : Arthur Wells’ time machine works on the theory that time is perpetually malleable, and that multiple
timelines can exist at a time. In one of these timelines Ray was separated from his family and grew up alone drifting through time. When he
was old enough Dark Ray began amassing power from every corner of the universe. The Dark Ray wants to protect his younger self even if he
has to destroy his family to do it. Actually that would be an added bonus for him at this point.

Big Vern (henchman): Ray’s only companion after he was separated from his family was his pet Vern, the little slime blob. As Ray grew up
hating his family for abandoning him Vern grew, feeding off of Rays emotions. Still loyal to Ray Big Vern has grown into a huge slimy hulking
brute.

Ray A.K.A. Ray-Gun (The Son): Ray is an 8 year old boy. He is precocious, extremely smart, insatiably curious, easily excitable, a bit immature, and adorably cute. Ray adores his family, even his sister, but feels as though he is constantly be relegated to the role of the baby of the
family. He longs for independence. His Father has his equations His mother has the time machine to keep running, and swapping recipes with
the various cultures they visit. His sister has her weapon collection. Ray just wants to have his own thing; he just needs to find what that is.

